Reducing cumulative lifetime disability: the compression of morbidity

The compression of morbidity hypothesis envisages a potential reduction of overall morbidity and of health care costs, now heavily concentrated in the senior years, by compression of the period of morbidity between an increasing average age of onset of disability and the age of death, increasing perhaps more slowly. The healthy life is seen as a one that is vigorous and vital until shortly before its natural close. Intuitively, the concept of delaying the onset of disability through prevention of disease and maintenance of good function seems natural enough. However, in the early and middle years of this century most observers believed that there was movement away from this ideal, with a steady increase in the proportion of a typical life spent ill or infirm. The previously prevalent acute illnesses had given way to chronic diseases with longer periods of morbidity. As people took better care of themselves and lived longer, the contrarians suggested that they would live into those later years in which disability is greatest and would experience an increase in overall lifetime disability. Such critics feared that good behavioral health habits would lead to an epidemic of Alzheimer’s disease and a huge population of enfeebled demented elders who would pose an immense strain upon medical care resources.

Fortunately for the healthy life, these fears are unfounded. Firstly, life expectancy from advanced ages has plateaued rather than having increased markedly as predicted. In the United States, the life expectancy of women from age 65 has increased only 0.3 years over a 1.5 year period. From age 85, female life expectancy in the United States has been constant at 6.0 years since 1980. Secondly, recent longitudinal data document the ability to greatly postpone the onset of disability with age. For the past 13 years our research group at Stanford has studied the effects of long distance running on patient outcomes in 537 members of a runners club, with participants at least 50 years old, compared with 423 age matched community controls. The study was designed as a test of the compression of morbidity hypothesis. Appropriate controls of self selection bias were included and disability levels were assessed yearly, allowing the area under the disability curve to be assessed. Runners who exercised vigorously for an average of 280 minutes a week delayed the onset of disability by about one half of the disability of high risk subjects in their last one and two years of life. High risk subjects, despite having increased mortality, had greatly increased lifetime disability. Onset of disability was postponed by about 7.75 years in the low risk stratum as compared with the high risk stratum. The 100% reduction in disability rates was balanced in the low risk stratum as compared with the high risk stratum as compared with low.

Health risk behaviours as determined in mid life and late adulthood strongly predict subsequent lifetime disability. Both cumulative morbidity and morbidity at the end of life are decreased in those with good health habits. Mortality is postponed and compressed into fewer years in those with fewer health risks. The paradigm of a long healthy life with a relatively rapid terminal decline represents an attainable ideal. Health policies must be directed at modifying those health risks that precede and cause morbidity if this ideal is to be approached for a population.
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